SUMMARY
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Topicality of the research: Evolution of the world economy at the end of the 20-ieths century contacts with development of economy of certain, first of all, industrialized countries. Thus internationalization of economic life became its main tendency of development. The worldwide movement of huge flows of capital, goods, services, labor and intensive exchange of information define the person and dynamics of the end of the past and the beginning of the present of centuries. The term "globalization" is applied to collective designation of all these processes.

The process of globalization is one of the defining factors of development of modern society, actively getting into all spheres of its life and causing the level of social and economic development and its dynamics, political influence of the states on the world scene depending on the degree of their inclusiveness in globalization processes.

Now any state in the world can not develop successfully without integration into the world economy. However along with process of globalization and the world standardization there is a convergence and interaction of the countries on the regional stage, large regional integration structures which develop in the direction of creation of rather independent centers are formed.

In this work on the basis of the analysis of international economic relations at the present stage it was attempted to define prospects of development of external economic relations of Russia with Germany, India and China.

Purpose of the research work consists in the research of the state, dynamics of development and prospects of external economic relations of Russia with Germany, India, China in modern conditions.

Tasks:
- to define the phenomenon of globalization;
- to consider strategic partnership in conditions of globalization of world economic communications;
- to reveal main directions of formation of external economic relations of Russia in the conditions of globalization;
- to study the Russian-German external economic relations in the context of globalization of world economic communications;
- to analyze external economic aspects of the Russian-Indian cooperation;
- to investigate the present stage and to develop ways of development of economic cooperation between Russia and China.

Scientific novelty of research is that globalization is considered an integral
process of modern reality represented by set of the phenomena occurring in the financial and bank sphere, in the sphere of law, securities market in industry, culture, education, science, and is considered in particular aspect of reflection of globalization processes in dynamics of development of external economic relations of global players.

**The scientific-theoretical and practical importance** of work is defined by that the conclusions drawn during research create a certain basis for further studying of a phenomenon of globalization, the external economic relations, and also features and specifics of approaches and strategy to national development in the conditions of globalization of the Russian Federation as one of the leading powers of the modern world.

The statistical materials some the generalizing results of research can be also used in teaching such disciplines as "World economy", "World politics", etc.

**The structure of work** is caused by logic of research and consists of introduction, two heads including on three paragraphs everyone, the conclusion and a bibliography of the used literature from the 75th source, including 20 sources in foreign languages.

**The basic provisions submitted for protection:**

1. The modern Russian economy is as a result of the amplifying processes of globalization of the world economic communications caused by increase of a role of the leading national economies an important place among which takes Germany. On this background of prospect of further economic development of Russia are complicated by high power and transport costs of the Russian production, export specialization of Russia of raw materials, various position of Russia and Germany in system of the international economic relations, and also unequal opportunities of influence in the major international organizations.

2. Now in the relations between Russia and China there is a burning issue of geo-economic inclination. Russia and China are necessary each other, only for Russia the prospect to appear a raw appendage in this cooperation isn't excluded. But on the other hand, rapid development of China can become incentive for the dynamic economic growth of Russia. As for the Russian-Indian external economic relations, that, reestablishing the broken economic relations with India, Russia has to be guided by structure of commodity turnover with this country of such states, as the USA, Japan, China. Thus our trade in raw materials has to be subordinated to the solution of a two-uniform task - strengthening of political positions of Russia in India and modernization of domestic energy industry and, on this basis, all domestic national economy. Moreover, the updated model of the Russian-Indian relations can become a reference point and a standard of activation of our country in the markets of the Asian and Latin American states, a factor of an up classing of structure of our foreign trade, strengthening of its geo-economic and geopolitical positions in the world.